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Abstract: Plague is a zoonotic disease which has been responsible for a number of high-mortality epidemics throughout the recorded human history. This review was carried out with the aim of evaluating the current situation of human plague in Africa. The disease was reported from at least 28 countries in the continent, among them eight countries are currently with active human foci. The Democratic Republic of the Congo and Madagascar are the countries with the highest endemicity in the world. A unique gathering of factors involved in the disease re-emergence in other parts of the world is present in Madagascar. The risk factors affecting persistence and spread of plague in the country were briefly reviewed. Based on the data presented, it was concluded that all African countries should be concerned by the possible emergence/re-emergence of the disease. It is crucial to implement some preventive measures in these countries. These measures include surveillance of suspected natural foci, rodent and insect eradication campaigns, and public health education.
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Introduction
Plague is a rapidly progressing zoonotic disease. It has been responsible for a number of high-mortality epidemics throughout the recorded human history. It is one of three epidemic diseases still subject to the International Health Regulations and notifiable to the World Health Organization (WHO). Plague natural foci are still found in the tropical and sub-tropical latitudes, and in the warmer parts of the temperate latitudes around the globe, between the parallels 55° North and 40° South. Known disease foci are found on all continents except Australia; most probably the disease did not succeed to colonize the continent due to its failure to become established in a suitable enzootic host. Since the beginning of the 1990s, the number of human cases has been rising, and outbreaks are reappearing in various countries of the world after decades of quiescence. Presently, human plague infections continue to occur in Africa, the former Soviet Union, the Americas, and Asia. Due to the high public health significance of plague and the risk of its re-emergence, the present review was carried out with the aim of evaluating the current situation of the disease in Africa. Among our goals was reviewing the different factors that may be responsible for re-emergence of the disease in Madagascar as a model example. Also our goals included reviewing the suitable disease surveillance, prevention, and control measures.

Routes of human plague transmission
The causative agent of plague, *Yersinia pestis*, has the ability to cause disease in rodents, humans, and some other mammals. *Y. pestis* species includes different variants.
that have been identified based on genetic and phenotypic bases. Strains of Y. pestis subspecies pestis belonging to biovars Antiqua, Medievalis, Orientalis, and Intermediate are virulent for humans. Biovar Antiqua, resident in Africa, is descended from bacteria that caused the first pandemic. Biovar Medievalis, resident in central Asia, is descended from the bacteria that caused the second pandemic. Biovar Orientalis is currently widespread and linked to the third pandemic.

Plague is transmitted between mammals via fleas, cannibalism or contaminated soil. Human plague most commonly occurs when an infected flea bites a man. The primary carriers of the pathogen are the Oriental rat flea, Xenopsylla cheopis, and infected rodents. The human flea, Pulex irritans, may play a role in human-to-human transmission of the disease during outbreaks. Fleas from other mammals have a role in sylvatic plague transmission and human plague outbreaks. In addition, the human body louse (Pediculus humanus corporis) and head louse (Pediculus humanus capitis) are incriminated in transmission of the disease. Before human epidemics, rats frequently died in large numbers, precipitating the movement of the flea population from its natural rodent reservoir to humans. In rare occasions, rodents can transmit the infection to humans through direct contact. Although most cases infected by the vector-borne route develop bubonic plague which affects the lymph nodes, a small minority will develop a form of plague termed primary septicemic plague which affects the bloodstream. A small percentage of patients with bubonic or septicemic plague may develop secondary pneumonic plague which affects the lungs. This form of the disease plays an important role in spread of the disease by respiratory droplets, through coughing or sneezing near another person. Persons who will be infected by this route develop primary pneumonic plague. The disease may spread, also, through direct physical contact by touching an infected person. Indirect contact is usually by touching contaminated soil. Oral transmission usually results from contaminated food. Domestic cats have been known to develop plague from oral mucous membrane exposure to infected rodent tissues in enzootic areas. Handling and consumption of raw or insufficiently cooked meat of infected animals like camels and goats were confirmed as means of transmission of plague to humans.

Past and present distribution of human plague in Africa

Human plague remains of major public health importance in Africa. The continent has the highest incidence of plague. African cases account for more than 90% of all human cases reported worldwide. The countries most affected are the Democratic Republic of the Congo (former Zaire), Madagascar, Mozambique, Uganda, and the United Republic of Tanzania. The Democratic Republic of the Congo and Madagascar are the countries with the highest endemicity in the world.

Active foci of human plague in Africa are known to exist in Algeria, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Libya, Madagascar, Mozambique, Tanzania, Uganda, and Zambia (Figure 1). In addition, Africa includes countries with a history of human plague and possibly zoonotic foci are currently present. Such zoonotic foci can initiate human disease re-emergence. In these countries, the epidemiological situation of recent epidemics of the disease is not available in the literature; however, previous epidemics were reported from Angola, Botswana, Burkina Faso, Egypt, Equatorial Guinea, Ghana, Kenya, Lesotho, Malawi, Mauritania, Morocco, Namibia, Nigeria, Republic of Guinea, Senegal, Somalia, South Africa, South Sudan (in Juba), Tunisia, and Zimbabwe. The number of plague outbreaks in these countries has declined considerably during the last decades. However, this does not exclude that the infection persists in many areas where human plague has not been apparent for years. Recent outbreaks have shown that plague can re-emerge in areas that have long remained silent for example Algeria in 2003, after 48 years of silence.

Some factors like civil wars, climate change, commercial exchanges, deforestation, migration, mining, poverty, and urbanization may be responsible for re-emergence of the disease. To better understand the current perspectives on the spread of plague in Africa, it seems reasonable to review the past and present situation of plague in countries with active human disease foci.

In Algeria, three large epidemics of the disease were reported during the first half of the 20th century, in 1921 in Oran and Algiers, in 1931 in Constantine, and in 1944 in the White City. In addition, many sporadic cases were reported mostly in ports. Until 2003, no natural focus of plague had ever been described in Algeria. In 2003, an outbreak of bubonic plague occurred in Oran where the last reported human case was in 1946. Epidemiologic and molecular findings strongly suggested the existence of a local animal reservoir during this period (1946–2003), but it could not be determined. In 2008, a second focus of plague was detected in the Laghouat area, southwest of Algiers.
In the Democratic Republic of the Congo two endemic foci of plague have been reported in the first half of the 20th century. The first was detected in Ituri in 1928, the other in North-Kivu in 1938. Both foci are situated in the region of the great East-African Rift adjacent to the Ugandan focus, identified in 1877. Since then several flare-ups have been notified in different areas of the country mostly in its northern part. The WHO in 2000 reported that the country has notified cases of human plague virtually every year. Between 2004 and 2009, the country reported a cumulative total of 7,811 cases of human plague, including 402 deaths. This means clearly that the country had the highest endemicity in the world during this period. The high incidence of plague in the country has been attributed to the conflict during the 1990s, its consequent destruction of the health care system, and the displacement of people. Unfortunately, the lack of specific resources and appropriate means, the weakness of the surveillance system, and delays in diagnosis increase the risk that the existing foci will be extended.

Libya experienced several plague outbreaks during the period from 1913 to 1920. The largest of these epidemics resulted in 1,449 deaths in Benghazi in 1917. Other epidemics of lower amplitude occurred in 1972, 1976, and 1977. The cases reported during such outbreaks were from foci scattered over a vast area of the country. This was evidence that an extensive epizootic of plague had taken place. Reports of human plague in 1976 in areas where sick camels and goats existed alerted to the role of these animals in the epidemiology of the disease in some areas. More cases of bubonic plague were diagnosed in 1984 in two locations 25 km from Tobruk where plague foci had been noted between 1976 and 1977. After an apparent absence for 25 years, plague cases recurred in 2009 near Tobruk. A more recent plague epidemic was reported in 2011 in the city of Tobruk.

Human plague was first introduced into Madagascar in the coastal city Toamasina in 1898, most probably via infected rats on steam ships from India. Outbreaks in other coastal cities were then reported. In 1921, plague extended to the high plateau, above 700 meters, where it has persisted endemically. The disease then disappeared from the coast but became established in the central highlands and the capital city of Antananarivo, where it remains to this day.
The disease is notified mainly in four provinces Antananarivo, Fianarantsoa, Mahajanga, and Toamasina.\textsuperscript{19,23,52,78,86,88} The Plague National Control Program was instituted in 1994 for surveillance and standardized notification. The mission of the central plague laboratory, based in the Institut Pasteur of Madagascar, is to collect and manage epidemiological and biological data, and a computerized database was set up for this purpose in 1995.\textsuperscript{83} Currently the disease is a significant human health problem, and hundreds of cases are reported each year.\textsuperscript{6,13} Madagascar reported a cumulative total of 3,454 cases, including 364 deaths, during 2004–2009.\textsuperscript{19} The country is reporting almost one-third of human cases worldwide.\textsuperscript{89} This could be attributed to the country collection of factors involved in disease re-emergence in other parts of the world in various environments.\textsuperscript{69,90,91} The risk factors that are associated with persistence and spread of plague in Madagascar will be discussed in detail in a separate section.

In Mozambique, a mild epidemic of plague broke out among the natives in the Govuro district in 1905.\textsuperscript{92} In 1977, an outbreak was detected in Mutarara (Tete Province).\textsuperscript{93} In 1994, an outbreak was reported in Mutarara and Murrumbala (Zambezia province).\textsuperscript{94} During the period 1997–2003 a continuous outbreak was reported in Mutarara and Murrumbala.\textsuperscript{23,51,52,78}

In the United Republic of Tanzania, the disease is present in many parts because of the existence of suitable rodent reservoirs, efficient flea vectors, and favorable climatic conditions.\textsuperscript{95} Since the beginning of the 20th century, sporadic outbreaks have occurred in some foci.\textsuperscript{95} However, many of these small outbreaks passed unrecorded as medical and health facilities in many areas were too inadequate to allow diagnosis and confirmation of the disease.\textsuperscript{96} Since 1983, outbreaks of human plague have occurred almost non-stop, which had not been the case for the previous 30-year period.\textsuperscript{18,23,24,32,50–52,66,67,78,85,97–102}

In Uganda, the earliest documented cases of plague were recorded by missionaries in 1877.\textsuperscript{103} During the first half of the 20th century, the main plague foci in Uganda were localized in the Ituri forest, around Lake Albert, Burungu Island in Lake Victoria, Rubaga hill near Kampala and the Kyaggwe areas in the districts of Mukono, Masaka, Rakai, Pallisa, Tororo, and Busia. These districts eventually became quiescent except for two villages in the Toro District.\textsuperscript{45} The main active plague foci are in the West Nile region of Northwest Uganda bordering the Eastern Province of the Democratic Republic of the Congo where human plague is frequent. Outbreaks occurred in 1982,\textsuperscript{63} 1986,\textsuperscript{87} 1993,\textsuperscript{104} 1998,\textsuperscript{52} 2000,\textsuperscript{78} 2001,\textsuperscript{23} and 2002.\textsuperscript{23} In recent times, most of the plague cases in the West Nile region were reported from the southern Nebbi District. Since 1998, plague cases began to be reported from the northern Arua District.\textsuperscript{103}

In Zambia, periodic epizootic cases of plague have occurred in the eastern and southern parts of the country.\textsuperscript{105–107} The first confirmed major outbreak of plague in Zambia was in the Southern Province, Namwala District in December 1996 to February 1997.\textsuperscript{51,106} Since then, many sporadic outbreaks occurred mainly in the eastern and southern parts of Zambia.\textsuperscript{25,78}

**Risk factors in the persistence and spread of plague in Madagascar**

**Ecological factors**

Madagascar, officially the Republic of Madagascar, is an island country in the Indian Ocean, off the coast of Southeast Africa (Figure 1). The nation comprises the island of Madagascar, as well as numerous smaller peripheral islands. As mentioned above, Madagascar is one of the most plague-affected countries in the world where human plague foci have continued for decades.\textsuperscript{91} The long-term maintenance of plague in defined ecological niches may inform us about the environmental conditions that are required for plague to establish in permanent foci.\textsuperscript{68}

In Madagascar, plague is mainly a rural disease that affects the central highlands and is associated with agricultural activities.\textsuperscript{19,91} Such activities and storage of crops within houses attract rats.\textsuperscript{90,108} The high transmission season of the disease to humans has been associated with low abundance of rats and the high chance of accession of fleas to human dwellings.\textsuperscript{109–111} In the central highlands, most human cases are noted between September and March. This period is characterized by a warmer rainy climate than the low transmission season, which extends from April to August.\textsuperscript{91}

Urban plague was mainly reported in Mahajanga (Majunga) harbor and the capital Antananarivo.\textsuperscript{112} The disease was first introduced into Mahajanga in 1902. A few cases were reported between 1907 and 1928, and then a period of silence in the coastal areas lasted more than 60 years. A sudden outbreak occurred in the harbor of Mahajanga in 1991, which was followed by subsequent epidemics from 1995 to 1998 during which 1,702 suspected cases were reported.\textsuperscript{113–117} In Mahajanga, outbreaks of human plague were reported from July to November which is the cool dry season.\textsuperscript{118} In Antananarivo city, outbreaks of human plague were first reported in 1921.\textsuperscript{86} After 58 years of quiescence, the disease re-emerged in 1979 and sporadic cases were noted.\textsuperscript{118}
In Antananarivo, human cases are mostly reported during the warm rainy season from October to April.116

Deforestation and bushfires are also incriminated in promoting spread of rats and dissemination of plague.69,119,120 Deforestation has two consequences: the first consequence relates to the possibility of enhanced contact opportunities of humans with sylvatic plague in the forests of the High Plateau; the second consequence relates to the change in landscapes favoring the development of rodent populations as plague reservoirs.69,120,121

In plague foci, the disease system is the net result of complex interactions between its components, the densities, life cycle, dynamics, and geographical distributions, all of which are individually influenced by climate variables.68 Climate change influences the dynamics of flea and rodent hosts with responses varying considerably among species.68 Temperature, rainfall, and relative humidity have significant effects on survival, behavior, development, and reproduction of fleas.122–124 Effects of temperature on rodent populations are less clear, rodents are homoeothermic animals and hence do not respond immediately to changes in external temperatures. In temperate areas, low temperatures in winter can negatively affect rodent populations either directly or through food shortage.125 In addition, the survival of Y. pestis in rodents that interrupt their activities to hibernate through winter or estivate in summer could affect or prevent the transient temporal and spatial extinction of plague occurrence.126,127 Plague’s epidemiology in Madagascar is affected by local climate factors which in turn are influenced by large-scale climate phenomena such as the El Niño Southern Oscillation and the Indian Ocean Dipole. The intensity of El Niño Southern Oscillation and Indian Ocean Dipole events and corresponding increases in temperature and rainfall, show strong associations with an increase in plague incidence in Madagascar. The seasonality of the disease confirms such strong link between disease transmission and optimal environmental conditions, via their effects on vector and host.89

Biological factors

The black rat, Rattus rattus, was the main rodent involved in the disease rural cycle in Madagascar.90 Rodent surveys initiated in the 1990s documented that construction of modern houses and sewage networks in urban areas favored the replacement of R. rattus by Rattus norvegicus (the sewer rat). Black rats are arboreal and thatched roofs provided them with a highly suitable habitat, while modern human housing has favored the more subterranean and even partly aquatic sewer rat, thus reducing the possibilities of contact between rats and humans.90 Rat populations from plague-endemic foci (central highland) are highly resistant to plague, whereas rat populations from low altitude zones where the disease is absent are susceptible.128,129 This natural resistance may explain the maintenance of plague in endemic foci.128 However, the immune response to infection may differ even for the same species of rat from the same endemic focus.130 Genetic structure analysis of R. rattus populations in a rural plague focus showed that ecology may support selection for resistance to plague.131 Sylvatic plague is much less frequent in the country. It occurs in Malagasy primary forests where invasive R. rattus and endemic small mammals coexist and can sustain transmission through endemic fleas.132 In such foci several species of small mammals such as shrews (subfamily Oryzorictinae) and tenrecs (subfamily Tenrecinae) were found infected.69 Human infections were reported among hunters and charcoal burners in these foci.90 It is well documented that deforestation plays an important role in the dissemination of sylvatic plague to humans.119 Persistence of Y. pestis bacteria in soil was suspected in the country.90 Thus rodents may become infected by burrowing in contaminated soil. Although the exact mode of infection is unclear, previous studies have demonstrated the survival of the bacteria in soil for at least 24 days under natural conditions.133 In contradistinction, recent studies suggested that although the bacteria may remain viable and virulent in soil, the transmission route by experimental exposure of susceptible mice to contaminated soil seems unlikely under natural conditions. Indeed, the infectious period was short-lived and the transmission efficiency was low.134

Two species of fleas, X. cheopis and Synopsyllus fonquerniei, are known as the primary vectors of plague in Madagascar.87 In the Central Highlands, S. fonquerniei is found only on rats caught outdoors and shows a clear seasonal cycle, thriving in the middle and at the end of the dry and cold season. This seasonal cycle suggested that S. fonquerniei is incriminated in initiating human plague epidemics. In contrast, X. cheopis is mainly found on rats caught indoors, and remains at relatively high abundance throughout the rainy season.111 P. irritans may play a role in domestic human-to-human transmission of Y. pestis during outbreaks.8 Other species of fleas such as Paracutopsyllus spp., Tsractenus sp., and Synopsyllus estreadei are incriminated in the transmission of sylvatic plague.69

Cultural and socio-demographic factors

Every society has its own culture regarding the interplay between those who are and those who were. Famadihana is a traditional ceremony of the Malagasy people known as the
turning of the bones. People bring forth the corpses of their ancestors from tombs and rewrap them in fresh cloth, then dance with them around the tomb to live music. Once the dancing stops and the bundled corpses are put on the ground, family members lovingly run their fingers across the skeletal outline protruding through the shrouds. Bones and dust are moved about in an effort to sustain a human shape. Onsets of pneumonic plague during such ceremonies have been documented, suggesting that handling of potentially plague-infected corpses may be the cause. Thus, the Malagasy Ministry of Health recommended a minimum period of 7 years between death and exhumation of a plague victim, and before any transfer of a corpse from one village to another. Migration and transportation of goods containing infected rats or fleas is another factor favoring rapid transmission of plague in the country. Poverty associated with overcrowded dwellings favors disease transmission and outbreaks in urban settings. In remote rural areas, people often prefer consulting traditional healers instead of health centers, thus delaying the implementation of an effective chemotherapy.

Antimicrobial resistance

Although, antimicrobial resistance in Y. pestis is rare, it constitutes a significant public health threat given that antimicrobials are critical both for plague treatment and prevention of human-to-human transmission. Such drug resistance has been documented for only a few strains. The best available information is for two strains isolated in Madagascar in 1995, in which resistance was conferred by plasmids not typically found in Y. pestis. Strain 16/95 was isolated in the Ampitana district from a 14-year-old male presenting with symptoms of bubonic plague. The strain was resistant to streptomycin only and the resistance was mediated by plasmid pIP1203. Strain 17/95 was isolated in the Ambalavao district from a 16-year-old male presenting with symptoms of bubonic plague. The strain was resistant to eight antimicrobial drugs, including some commonly used to treat plague, such as streptomycin, tetracyclines, and sulfonamides. Multidrug resistance in 17/95 was mediated by plasmid pIP1202. Both plasmids, pIP1203 and pIP1202, could be transferred by conjugation from the source Y. pestis strains to other Y. pestis strains and Escherichia coli. Plasmid pIP1203 could be transferred from E. coli to Y. pestis in the midgut of co-infected fleas.

Surveillance, prevention, and control of human plague

Plague is still endemic in Africa and it is far from being eradicated. This is primarily because the disease is widespread in wildlife rodent reservoir hosts. Moreover, plague is especially aggressive in areas with weak health care systems and few resources like most African countries. Thus public health officials must have a plan to respond quickly to disease outbreaks. Effective prevention and control programs require up-to-date information on incidence and geographical distribution of the disease. The best means of obtaining such information is through a surveillance program that collects, analyzes, and interprets clinical, epidemiological, and epizootiological data on the disease. Accumulated surveillance data will provide information that could be used to predict areas where future human cases and rodent epizootics may occur; identify the most common zoonotic sources of human infection; identify the most important host species maintaining a given focus of plague; indicate the host species that should be targets for control measures; assess the effectiveness of disease prevention and control measures; identify factors that may result in increased plague exposure risks for humans; and detect trends in the epidemiology and epizootiology of plague in a given area.

Many measures are recommended to lower the risk of getting plague in suspected disease foci. Public health education of citizens and the medical community is very important. Healthy people are advised to use personal protective equipment when handling sick or dead animal bodies. They should avoid even touching infected tissues, materials, or body fluids from a plague-infected person or animal. A minimum of three feet should be kept between them and anyone who may have pneumonic plague. Otherwise, they should use gloves plus face and eye protection. Also, they should avoid rodents and their droppings. They should avoid insect bites by using insect repellents, and get rid of insects especially fleas from their dwellings. In addition, it is recommended for healthy people in such areas to wash hands regularly and avoid touching their eyes, nose, and mouth. As post-exposure prophylaxis is indicated in persons with known exposure to plague, recommendations may include antibiotics for people who are at risk of illness. Plague vaccines have been developed for human use. However, none of these vaccines is commercially available, and their safety and efficacy have not been adequately tested.

Control of human plague involves diagnosis of the infection, isolation of the patient and immediate contacts, focal attack on the area invaded by plague through disinfection of premises and persons with insecticide. Sick people should begin appropriate chemotherapy as soon as plague is suspected. The drugs of choice are gentamicin or
streptomycin, but chloramphenicol, fluoroquinolones (such as ciprofloxacin) and tetracyclines (such as doxycycline) are also effective. Control of plague transmission, from animal to animals or humans, can be most rapidly affected by control of the flea vector. The flea is the primary objective, the rat is secondary. In foci where flea populations are high and plague infections intense, killing rodents may result in the release of large numbers of avid fleas carrying plague organisms seeking new hosts.

Noteworthy, the WHO has recommended a four-phased system of plague prevention and control that can be adapted to the requirements and resources of different countries. The first two phases of this system address emergency measures to be implemented whenever a human plague case occurs. Phase one concentrates mainly on case recognition and medical intervention. Phase two of the program should be initiated immediately following phase one. It includes an intensive environmental investigation of potential exposure sites for the human case(s) and initiation of emergency control measures to prevent additional cases. Phase three aims at establishment of a surveillance and control program. Finally, phase four is mainly a long-term management of plague foci in the country.

**Conclusion and future perspectives**

Plague is endemic in many countries across Africa. The top two countries with the highest endemicity in the world are present in the continent. In addition, human plague is re-emerging in African countries where the disease was thought to have disappeared. A focus of plague may be dormant for many years, during which no human cases are reported. Subsequently, for reasons which may be natural or man-made changes, cases of human plague may occur suddenly. Factors like civil wars, climate change, commercial exchanges, deforestation, migration, mining, poverty, and urbanization may be responsible for re-emergence of the disease. Some preventive measures should be implemented in all the African countries, including surveillance of suspected natural foci, rodent and insect eradication campaigns, and public health education.
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